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Abstract 

In this research investigation the author has advented a novel ‘Universal One 

Step Natural Evolution And/ Or Growth Scheme Of Any Set Of Concern And 

Consequential Evolution Quantization Based Recursion Scheme Characteristically 

Representing Such Aforementioned Evolution And/ Or Growth’.  

Theory 

One can note that given a set, we can slate it as a union of many distinct Sub-

Sets wherein each such Sub-Set has elements that all belong to the Sequence Of 

Primes of some distinct Order Space(s) [1],[2] while also the elements of each of 

these Sub-Sets (considered separately) occupy appropriate positions in 

accordance with the Prime Metric Basis elements corresponding to the 

Sequence Of Primes of some distinct Order Space(s) {while leaving the 

necessary blanks whenever the elements corresponding to the Prime Metric 

Basis elements corresponding to the Sequence Of Primes of some distinct Order 

Space(s) are not present in the considered Sub-Set of concern}, we consider one 

step Evolution and/ or Growth of each of the given set in the following fashion. 

For evaluating this, we first slate all possible one step Evolution and/ or Growth 

options, especially because such Sub-Sets may be discontinuous in the interior. 

We now consider one step Evolution and/ or Growth of that particular Sub-Set as 

option, the one among many possible as afore-discussed, that which leads to the 

Maximum Differential Loss of Potential Energy of the set considered in the 

beginning, i.e., that which leads to the set considered in the beginning to 

acquire Maximum Stability, i.e., that which leads to the set considered in the 

beginning to gain Maximum Entropy. This particular option is the one step 

Evolution and/ or Growth Scheme for the given set of concern. 

From, this we can naturally note that this scheme also outlines the one step 

Evolution and/ or Growth Scheme when many steps of one step Evolution and/ 

or Growth Scheme are considered which can be simply constructed by 

considering the aforementioned Minimum Possible Potential Energy State, 

Maximum Possible Stability State, Maximum Possible Entropy State of the Set 

considered in the beginning, in a graded (decreasing order) fashion for all the 
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one step Evolution and/ or Growth options available for the given set of concern 

at every step of Evolution and/ or Growth considered. From this chart of 

Evolution for a given set, we can even find a ‘Universal Natural Recursion 

Scheme For The Evolution Scheme Of The Given Set Of Concern’ [3]. 

Furthermore, when we inspect may such Universal Natural Recursion Schemes, 

Each  Representing The Evolution Schemes Of The Given Many Sets Of Concern’, 

we can even find the Universal Natural Recursion Schemes of any hidden 

Evolution Quantization concepts involved in the Evolution Scheme. 
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